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Math 5A Winter 2010, TA Grace Kennedy

NAME:
Course Website: http://www.math.ucsb.edu/∼yjshu/5aw10/
Section Website: http://math.ucsb.edu/∼kgracekennedy/W105A.html

Supplemental Reading: Farlow’s DE and LA (your textbook) Section 4.7

Converting Higher Order DE’s To/From Systems of 1st Order DE’s

Next time: Linear Transformations

Problem 1. On your homework, you were asked to make sense of the notation:

Assume ~x =
[

x
y

]
, and ~x ′ =

[
0 1
2 0

]
~x + et

[
0
1

]
a) Turn this information into a system of differential equations. What would

a solution look like?

How many DE’s are there in your system?

How would you describe the system of DE’s? (Try to generalize previous
vocabulary.)

b) Now suppose this system of DE’s represents a second order DE in z; z is
a function of time. Give the DE that this system describes, and find its
general solution.
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Problem 2. Consider the following DE:

y′′ − y = −2.

a) Give a particular solution to this DE. What is y′p?

b) Rewrite this DE in as a system of first order DE’s using variables x and z.
Write down the system as you did in 1.a and also using linear transformation
notation given in Problem 1.

c) Give all equilibrium solutions to this system. Do any not correspond to
solutions to the original second order DE?

d) Which of the following are solutions to the system of DE’s and which
represent solutions to the original second order DE? Justify your work.
a) x(t) = 0 b) x(t) = et + e−t + 2 c) x(t) = et + e−t − 2

z(t) = 2 z(t) = et − e−t z(t) = et − 2e−t

e) You overhear two concerned classmates in the hall.
Classmate 1 : Oh no! I got that the equilibrium solutions to the system
associated with the second order DE from our quiz were (0, 0), (0, 3), (3, 0),
and (3, 3)- you know like in 3C.
Classmate 2 : So? What’s the problem?
Classmate 1 : How can 3 ever be the derivative of 0?
You say :
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